
CarKam GPS
For the road ahead 

CP-AD-H2B-PW
CarKam GPS with Full HD Camera, Built-in Battery*, and G-sensor 



CarKam GPS 
Stay Always Protected 
Wherever the Road Leads 
Introducing the CP PLUS CarKam GPS, a cutting-edge range of advanced dashcams designed to 
rede�ne on-road safety, security, and convenience. Crafted with precision and innovation, CarKam GPS 
stands at the forefront of automotive technology, offering drivers a comprehensive solution for 
capturing every moment on the road. Equipped with Full HD resolution, these dashcams ensure 
crystal-clear footage, delivering exceptional clarity that is essential for identifying license plates, road 
signs, and other crucial details. 

2MP Resolution

Supports Wi-Fi 

In-Built GPS

Built-In Battery*

G-Sensor

Supports SD Card 

H.265 Video Compression

*Built-In Battery is only for emergency recording purposes.



1080p Full HD 
Recording 
Experience crystal-clear clarity on the road with our 
dashcam's 1080p Full HD recording, ensuring every 
detail is captured with stunning precision for 
enhanced visibility and peace of mind.

Built-In GPS 
(Logging)

Stay informed about your journey's every detail with 
GPS logging, allowing you to track your route, speed, 
and location with precision, providing valuable 
insights for navigation and security purposes.



Built in G-Sensor 
Triggered by sudden changes in acceleration, 
deceleration, or impacts. When the CarKam GPS 
detects a signi�cant impact, it automatically saves 
the recorded footage in a secure folder, securing it 
from loop-recording. 

Time Lapse
Recording* 

During playback, the captured frames are played back 
at a much faster speed than they were recorded. This 
creates a fast-forwarded video �le, allowing you to see 
a long period condensed into a shorter video.



Easy to Install 
Streamlined installation and user-friendly design 
make mounting hassle-free. Intuitive CarKam GPS 
setups ensure quick and secure attachment, 
promoting accessibility and convenience for users. 

Wi-Fi Support
Allows the CarKam GPS to pair with your smartphone 
wirelessly, without the need for an internet connection to 
help you operate it seamlessly with just a few clicks



CP-AD-H2B-PW (CarKam GPS)

Feature Descrip�on

Video Frame Rate 1080P@30fps

DDR 512Mbit

Flash Memory 64Mbit

View Angle H: 100.87°, V: 53.60°, D: 120.56°

Video Format MP4

Video Encoding H.265

WDR Support

GPS Support

G-Sensor Support

Battery 240mAh Lithium Battery

Micro SD Up to 16~512GB (Class10)

Feature Descrip�on

Charger 5V/1.5A Type-C

Sound Recording ON/OFF

Parking Mode* Support

Emergency Video
Automatic emergency recording, key videos will not 

be overwritten

Wi-Fi Direct Connection
Wi-Fi direct connection to mobile phone, adjust 

settings, view album and live feed through APP

Other Features Speed Alert

Operating Temperature -20°C ~ 65°C

Storage Temperature -30°C ~ 85°C

Dimension 58.5mm x 95.5mm x 38.7mm

Time-lapse* Support

*Please note time lapse and parking mode is supported with hardwire kit only.


